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In verses 3-11, Paul has given the story of his life.  When he found Christ, he set everything else 

aside, counting it of no value, compared with the gain of knowing Jesus.  He summed up the goal 

of his life in verses 10-11, as knowing Christ in His resurrection and in His sufferings, and so to 

reach the resurrection of the dead.  The following three verses take us into the heart of a man 

sold out for God, and show us how he walked with Christ.  Using the language of the ancient 

Olympics, Paul tells us how he intends to win the race and take the prize.  

 

(1) “Not that I have already grasped, or have already become perfect.”   What Paul has grasped 

he does not say (some translations insert “it”, but there is just a blank in the Greek).  However, 

the meaning of the verb gives a clue.  The word means “to comprehend mentally or spiritually”.  

The context helps us further, for Paul has just talked in verse 10 of knowing Christ.  Knowing 

Christ is what he has not yet fully grasped.  To comprehend spiritually is an experiential, not 

simply intellectual knowledge, so to say that he has not yet comprehended or grasped the 

meaning of Christ fully is to say that he does not yet know Christ fully.  This is reinforced by the 

second statement he makes, that neither has he yet become perfect, where the word speaks of a 

moral and spiritual perfection which can comes only from a perfect union with Christ. Yet Paul 

does know Christ, according to the previous verses, and this knowledge of Christ has completely 

changed his life.  All that was important to him he now counts garbage, and what was once 

despised is now everything.  The focal point, the central reality of Paul’s life, is knowing Christ.  

Everything else is entirely secondary.  Our lives are to be built around and measured by two 

things: what we already have in Christ, and what we do not yet possess.  Spiritual progress is 

measurable, though not in a legalistic sense.  We should be different people, living differently, 

acting differently, than we were five years ago or before we knew Christ.  By the Spirit of God, 

we should be able to see where we have got to and where we are lacking, and there should be 

discerning and wise people in the Body of Christ who will help us to see if we cannot see 

ourselves, and we should listen to them!  

 

(2) “But I press on in order that I may lay hold because I also was laid hold of by Christ 

Jesus.”  The verb “press on” is a term used in the world of hunting, and refers to the hunter’s 

pursuit of his prey.  This pursuit is single-minded – when he has the deer in his sights, not much 

else matters!  But as Paul turns next to examples from the world of athletics, we can also 

interpret this word in another one of its uses as referring to a runner engaged in a race.  Like the 

hunter, the pursuit of victory is single-minded and all-consuming.  The tense is present, which 

describes an ongoing, uncompleted activity or quest.  Paul realizes he has not yet reached the 

goal of knowing Christ fully, so he presses on to lay hold.  When we realize there is a lack in our 

relationship with the Lord, do we, like Paul, have a plan to do something about it?  Again, he 

does not say what he is seeking to lay hold of, but the context makes it clear: he wants to lay hold 

of knowing Christ, that is, to come to the full and complete knowledge of Christ.  The next 

words in Greek are best translated as “because”, and the same verb is then used in the passive, “I 

also was laid hold of by Him.”  It is likely that the verb is used in a more literal sense here.  The 

reference is probably to the actual laying hold of Paul that occurred on the Damascus road.  Paul 



was arrested or seized by Christ.  From that moment on, Christ laid hold of Paul and never let 

him go.  This is an amazing statement about grace.  It is only because Jesus laid hold of us that 

we can lay hold of Him.  But here there is no cheap grace or easy way: because He has laid hold 

of us, we have no choice but to lay hold of Him.  Once we are arrested by Christ, we must follow 

Him.  What is the nature of our discipleship?  Do we live as if we have been arrested by Christ, 

or as if Christ is our spiritual advisor?  There is a big difference. 

 

(3) “Brothers, I do not reckon that I have fully laid hold.”  The key word here is “reckon”.  

This is a word borrowed from the accountant, meaning “to calculate precisely”.  Paul knew he 

was on a journey. He had made progress, yet still had ground to cover.  His solution was to do 

what an accountant would do: take inventory and calculate his assets and liabilities.  From time 

to time, we need to take spiritual inventory. Most business people hate taking inventory.  It is 

tedious and boring, it prevents them from making money, and it may reveal things they did not 

want to know.  But it is necessary.  It brings the truth out into the light, and in the end, it is good, 

because it throws us back onto God’s grace for help to move on in our pursuit of winning the 

prize.  

 

(4) “But one thing I do: forgetting what lies behind and stretching out to what lies ahead”   

Realizing we are not where we want to be can be discouraging. We are tempted to lose hope and 

give up.  We become immobilized, which means we stop running the race. That is the one thing 

Paul would not do.  To win the race means we have to keep on running.  He had a twofold 

strategy: to forget what lay behind and to stretch out to what lies ahead.  The first point deals 

with the past.  We can make two mistakes about the past.  One is to feel guilty about our failures, 

and the other is to become proud of our successes.  Paul refused to take either route.  Of course, 

he was willing to acknowledge failure and ask God for help, and equally willing to give credit 

for success to the Lord.  But in the end, the past is past.  Reliving it is not going to do any good 

for the task that lies ahead, which is to run the rest of the race and to win.  That brings us to the 

second point of strategy: stretching out to the future.  The word “stretching out” is very rare in 

the Bible.  In fact, this is the only time it occurs in either the New Testament or the Greek 

translation of the Old Testament.  Grammatically, it is a participle with two prepositions 

attached, which give the word extra force and power.  The word is drawn from the Olympic 

races, which Paul’s readers would instantly have understood.  The picture is of a runner with his 

body and head bent forward and his hand stretched out.  He has fixed his gaze on what lies 

ahead, with no thought of a fatal backward glance.  All his energy is concentrated on one thing: 

winning the race.  The picture Paul paints here portrays the effort and the cost of following 

Christ.  Christianity is not a spectator sport.  We are all active participants.  We run to win.  The 

runner who comes last does not get the prize.  The illustration is powerful, even if it is not 

perfect, in that not just one, but many can run the race and win the prize.  Grace which does not 

produce this kind of winning spiritual effort is not true grace.  Grace has a purpose, and the 

purpose is change.  The effect of Christ laying hold of us is that we lay hold of Christ.  If we are 

not laying hold of Christ, we need to question whether Christ has truly laid hold of us.  The only 

caution is that, like the runner pictured here, we are not to look around and compare ourselves 

(either positively or negatively) to other runners, but we are to keep our eyes on Christ.  The real 

question we need to ask ourselves is are we changing for the better and is Christ making a 

continual difference in our lives? 

 



(5) “I press on toward the goal-marker, toward the prize for which God calls me up in Christ 

Jesus.”  Paul now repeats the verb he used in verse 12: “I press on.”   This word brings us back 

to the race he is running.  Its basic meaning is to pursue.  The present tense he uses tells us that 

this pursuit is a work in progress, “I keep on running.”  There are times when we look back and 

times when we look ahead, but we must live in the present.  Right now every person alive, 

believer or not, finds themselves in the middle of a  race, the outcome of which will bring life to 

some and death to others.  The race is more of a marathon than a sprint!  But, like any other race, 

it has a definite finishing point, the “goal marker”, the tall post at the end of the race the Olympic 

runners headed for.  To run in any other direction would mean losing the race.  The intention of 

the goal marker was to give fresh energy and incentive to the tired runners, as they saw the end 

in sight.  

 

What about us?  One day several years ago, at the bottom of a deep valley, I found myself taking 

the garbage out.  I realized that life must go on and the garbage must go out.  All I had strength 

and purpose to do was put one foot ahead of another to make sure that garbage got out to the 

curb.  This is the kind of thing Paul means when he talks about pressing on.  We can look back to 

the years when God moved.  We can look ahead with anticipation to His moving again.  But 

what about those times when we find ourselves at the bottom of a valley?  This is the very 

moment when the ability to persevere is so important.  Charisma will not cut it, nor sheer force 

of personality.  Churches and ministries, big and small,  without this kind of determination, will 

come and go.  But those with nothing more than dogged determination to carry on will win the 

day.  A wise man said to me that God, if necessary, will take fifty years of a man’s life to prepare 

him for the rest.  Enjoy the time of preparation!  We all look for a time of revival.  You may be 

the first person to pour drops into the bowl of intercession, or you may be the last, but sooner or 

later, it will tip over.  It doesn’t really matter, in the eternal scheme of things, where we stand in 

that process.  One encouragement Elaine and I have is that, for many years, we thought of 

ourselves as Moses type of figures who would never see the Promised Land, but  someone 

outside our church who knew nothing of our worried thoughts prophesied over us that we were 

not like Moses, who only looked on the Promised Land from a distance, but we were like Joshua 

and Caleb, who led the way in.  If that is the case for us here today, then praise God.  But if not, 

our gift and calling may be to press on, and if we do not, there will be no Joshua or Caleb 

generation when God’s time comes for His people to enter the Land.  

 

There are times in life when the going gets very tough, and at those times we are tempted to stop 

running and drop out of the race. But it is critically important that we keep on going, even if we 

can only put one foot ahead of another.  Never stop moving forward!  God has given us a goal 

marker.  Our commission is to run the race faithfully to the very end, in order to receive the prize 

which is Christ. When things are difficult and our strength is giving out, we must look outside 

ourselves and our circumstances to that marker and take hope.  The race may be difficult and 

painful, but the end and its reward are certain.  Keeping the goal marker in view, Paul runs for 

the gold.  There was enough competitiveness in Paul and his readers for the picture of the 

runner’s prize to mean something.  Everybody wants the prize.  Why would we enter the race if 

we weren’t  interested in winning, or at least doing reasonably well?  To this day, Olympic 

athletes are willing to do anything for those precious medals.  Our prize is Christ, knowing and 

being with Him forever.   

 



Now what about this last phrase, “for which God calls me up”?  Some translations refer to the 

“prize, which is the upward call of God”, and understand the “upward call” to be life in heaven, 

and that is not inappropriate.  But Paul is thinking of the Olympic races here, and a better 

translation is possible.  When the race was won the judges, who sat above the runners viewing 

the finish line, sent out a herald to announce the name of the winner, his father’s name, and the 

place from which he came. The winning athlete was then called up to receive the prize of the 

palm branch.  Here Paul pictures God as the judge, and the Christian as the winning athlete who 

is called up into God’s presence for all the universe to hear that he has received the prize, which 

is the gift of eternal life in Christ.  

 

The thought of the race was never far from Paul’s mind.  A year before he wrote to the 

Philippians, he had already told the Corinthians to run the race in such a way they would win it 

(1 Cor. 9:24).  These words he wrote to the Philippians at the height of his ministry.  Two years 

later, facing the certainty of a prophesied imprisonment, he told the Ephesian elders that the only 

desire he had was to finish the race (Acts 20:24).  And nine years further on, near the end of his 

life, he declared confidently to Timothy that he had accomplished that objective: “I have finished 

the race” (2 Tim 4:7).  What about you?  Are you in the race to win?  Don’t think about stopping.  

Even if all you can do is continue to move forward, that’s enough.  One day, like Paul, you’ll 

cross the finishing line.  And on that day, you too will be summoned up before the Judge, your 

name will be called out, and you will receive the only prize worth living and dying for.  Run the 

race to win! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


